oh my god i cant get i right !!!!!!

WALUIGI9000 3 posts since
Jul 31, 2011
ok, im trying to connect pokemon soulsilver to the wifi but it keeps telling me that im entering the wrong wep key, i set the password myself and have tried all available wep security slots it has available but it always says THESE SETTINGS ARE INVALID. CONFIRM THE INFORMATION AND TRY AGAIN. please help
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First off you should list things like the internet provider and etc also makesure that your entering the right code, if you have set it yourself and you remeber it correctly then thats not the problem, if you Are NOT sure you remember correctly, id check your CPU and try to find the key through the internet properties, also make sure its a wep and not a Wep7 or any of the other codes,

If it says the code is INVALID it means it Cant be right not that its wrong, IE a Wep key is either 10 or 12 digits so if it says invalid make sure your code is within the secutiry keys parameters, (if you dont know, google it) if it says the key is

If it says the key is incorrect then call your ISP and ask what the code is and save it.

Also If you did an auto-setup your firewall might be preventing the DS from getting the right info id try a manual set-up you can find all the info you need in your CPU
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Plz post more info
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belkin wirless router

att internet

dell xps computer
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Ok, you should post what software you have on your CPU, (XP, Windows7 etc) so I can tell you how you should go abouts finding the info you need, also i experienced the same problem with my wii and ds systems when we switched to Verizon, so i would suggest a manual setup to see if that works, and also calling your ISP so you can be 200%, (yes 200) sure that your key is correct

if you wanna know how i fixed my issue with this, the problem fixed itself over time.

hope it helps at all